
 

    Newsletter No5, 2020 MAY 

CENTRE INFORMATION 

KEEPING FAMILIES SAFE 

CORONAVIRUS (NQA 1, 2 ,3, 4, 5, 6, & 7) 

To maintain social distancing guidelines and to 

keep families , children and educators safe we 

ask that only one family  presents their child/ren 

for arrivals and 

collection on the 

veranda at a time. On 

arrival an educator will 

greet families and 

convey any messages 

and answer any 

queries/ concerns to  

maintain our interaction with families at a safe 

distance. All children will have their 

temperatures recorded as parents wait for 

confirmation. Temperatures for all children and 

educators are recorded each day.  Children   and 

educators who record 

temperatures above 37.5 

will not be permitted to 

enter the premises. We 

continue to follow hygiene 

practices by assisting and 

reminding children to 

wash their hands upon 

entry and throughout the day, inclusive of 

mealtimes, bathroom breaks and returning from 

the outdoor environment.   

CELEBRATING  OUR VERY 

SPECIAL MUMS 

This year will be a little different as we will not 

be able to celebrate our Special mums , Aunts , 

grandmothers, and special friends who nurture 

and care for our children  at our Mother’s Day 

afternoon Tea . To celebrate the special place 

that  our Mothers and mother figures have in our 

lives and in the lives of 

children in our care we 

have been  eagerly 

preparing a special gift 

with the children to ensure that all our Mums 

feel special and loved.  

We wish all our families a wonderful Mother’s 

Day  as we continue to care for each other and 

remind ourselves how important family and 

friends are. We look forward to times ahead 

when we can join together as  one  JumpStart 

Family . 

EASTER TREATS  

The children really enjoyed making their special 

Easter baskets with cute ears and fantastic pipe 

cleaner whiskers. The Easter Bunny made a 

special trip to JumpStart and left a basket of 

delicious chocolate eggs for 

the children. Daily Easter Egg 

hunts  were a great surprise 

with children sharing their 

collection.  

We thank all our families who 

created fantastic hat displays 

for our Easter Hat Parade. 

Throughout the week children 

created their own progressive 

Easter hat by making a wide 

band and adding a different 

Easter themed character to 

their hat 

each day . 

These  included a rabbit , 

chicken, Easter egg and a 

carrot which was coloured, 

decorated and displayed at our 

Daily Easter Hat Parade. 

 

Our Easter Raffle 

Winners were drawn by Liam Our Lucky 

winners were : 



Bunyips Max,  Hudson &  George  

Possums Eden & Neil 

Bees  Claire, Arthur & Tyler 

   Eggcellent!! 

BLACKTOWN COUNCIL EASTER 

COLOURING COMPETITION   

IST PRIZE WINNER 

JUMPSTART 4 KIDS 

Michelle Rowland MP 

Our children enthusiastically  

entered the Blacktown City 

Council Easter colouring 

Competition. Each child who 

entered will receive a 

certificate from MP Michelle 

Rowland.  

We were delighted when 

Michelle Rowland’s office 

informed us that Kaya from 

the Busy Bees room had won 

1st Prize . Kaya was presented 

at her home with a special 

basket of Easter Treats. Well 

done.  A great achievement.  

ANZAC DAY 

On Friday 24th April, the children participated 

in cooking Anzac Biscuits 

to acknowledged Anzac 

Day. We read and listen to 

Anzac Day stories and 

explained to the children 

why we celebrate Anzac 

Day. After listening to 

The Spirit of the Anzacs by  Lee Kernaghan 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q20DUaIz

YJg we observed 2-minute silence. The children 

decorated red Poppies as a symbol of respect 

and coloured in Anzac Day pictures including 

Australian flag. We visited our garden and smelt 

rosemary which is a traditional symbol for 

Anzac Day.May we all take a few minutes this 

Anzac Day  to remember those 

who have served, who are 

currently serving and those 

who will join the armed forces 

in the future to keep Australia 

safe. Many of the children 

expressed that they would be 

joining families in the 

Driveways this year with a lite candle to honour 

and respect our Anzacs.  

 

 

To those we will remember. 
They shall grow not old, as we that are left 

grow old: 
Age shall not weary them, nor the years 

condemn. 
At the going down of the sun and in the 

morning 
We will remember them. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q20DUaIzYJg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q20DUaIzYJg


 

GARDENING DAY 

CARING FOR OUR 

ENVIRONMENT  

On Tuesday 21st 

April, all the children 

across three rooms 

were involved in 

upgrading our garden 

. The children 

worked by digging 

and spreading out bark and soil for our 

vegetable garden and  front garden with Miss 

Maree, Mr. John and room educators. The 

children use their gross motor skills to dig the 

bark as they  scooped up piles into their buckets 

as they  spread bark and soil  around our  garden 

beds. The children displayed their interest and 

curiosity as they discuss and questioned Miss 

Maree about the plants and how they grow, as  

they spread the 

bark around the 

plants.  They 

displayed their 

social skills as 

they took turns 

to share the 

buckets and spades with their peers and helped 

each other by negotiating the space where they 

could spread the bark. Ice blocks and a picnic 

lunch was deserved by all at the end of a very 

busy morning .  

Miss Trish even gave 

a few wheelbarrow 

races during the 

morning . The 

children enjoyed 

cooling their feet 

before they ventured 

inside for a very well 

deserved break.  
 

(NQA 1,2,3,4, 5, 6, &7) 

 

 

 

 

PARENT INPUT –A BIG 

THANKYOU 

A big thank you to Jess 

( Maxwell’s mum), Jacki (  Georges Mum ) and 

Helena (Ilona’s Mum) for providing home made 

biscuits, fudge, jam drop and chocolates as a 

thank you to educators during this challenging 

time .From the bottom of our hearts, thank you. 

Your kindness is appreciated as we all work 

together to support each other  as we look 

forward to better times ahead.  

COUNTRY OF THE MONTH  

Our country of the 

Month was New 

Zealand. We made 

mini Pavlova’s, 

ANZAC Biscuits, 

coloured  in and 

painted the New 

Zealand flag, and 

discussed the 

differences between the New Zealand Flag and 

the Australian Flag. We made tribal clay 

necklaces and enjoyed signing Heads, 

shoulders, knees, and toes in Maori.  

In May we will focus and 

celebrate Sudan . The children 

cook Sudanese Black Bean 

rice, drink Laymoun bil  and 

make sweet Potato stew using 

ingredients from our own 

vegetable garden .  



These cooking experiences will expand 

childrens knowledge and understanding of the 

various flavours associated with  cultural foods. 

Children will take part in learning a Sudanese 

dance and learning the name of our five senses 

in Sudanese. They will explore the Sandy 

landscape of the Sudan and discuss water 

catchment and ways to catch and conserve water 

as they do in Sudan.  

They will explore water as a 

significant world resource 

and engage in daily 

activities such as collecting 

and measuring rainwater, 

and using water left in 

drinking containers at the 

end of the day to  water our garden as an active 

way to conserve this precious resources. (NQA 1,3, 

5, 6, &7) 

QUALITY IMPROVEMENT PLAN 

2020(NQA 1,2,3,4, 5, 6, &7) 

We invite families to view our Quality 

Improvement Plan display wall in our foyer . 

We have positioned 7 clip boards along this wall 

and invite families, educators, children  and 

community members to add comments 

suggestions and reflections  as we implement 

continuous improvement strategies within our 

service throughout 2020.Your suggestions and 

feedback is valued and important as we Believe 

all children are unique. Together we Create 

opportunities for children to shine and Smile at 

their success. (NQA 1,2, 3, 4,5, 6, & 7) 

 

ROOM STIMULUS AREAS:  

BUSY BEES: 

1. Cultures (Mother’s Day) 

2. Reptiles 

3. Feelings 

4. Reconciliation week 

Throughout the month of April Busy bees 

explored different ways to celebrate Easter as 

they learn how people around the world 

celebrate Easter and the meaning behind Easter 

celebrations. They read different stories on 

Easter Aussie Easter, Egg hunting we will do, 

Rabbits don’t lay eggs and We are going on an 

egg hunt. Children also participate in arts and 

craft decorating their own Easter crowns, 

colouring in Bunny rabbits , rabbit footprints 

and  carrots. We investigated Life cycles by 

reading The  Hungry caterpillar story, viewing, 

and planting seeds and  watching short animated 

videos on the life cycle of a chicken, butterfly, 

and frog.   

During the 

month of May, 

the Busy Bees 

will learn about 

Reptiles. They 

will learn how 

reptiles are 

different than other animals and how they play 

an important role in the balance of an 

Ecosystem. We will learn about feelings; 

discussing how their bodies will feel different 

when they experience different feelings and 

how to express these  feelings to others in a 

socially acceptable manner. Reconciliation 

week exposes children to acceptance, culture, 

and respect. We will talk about the words  sorry 

and how we can  support each other in 

friendship. Our Friendship tree displayed in our 

classroom will be a reminder of our actions, 

respect, and care for each other. 

SCHOOL READINESS FOCUS 

LITERACY FOCUS. PHONICS: 

During May will be focusing on letters U, H, C, 

B through play-based games, educator lead 

instructions and intentional teaching 

experiences to extend children’s cognition of 

letter sounds. Children will be building the 

sound –letter relationship as they think about 

familiar words starting with of focus letters 

certain letters. U, H, C, B.  

 



 

NUMERACY:  

We will explore  the numbers 

12, 13, 14 and  15 through 

counting in ascending and descending order. 

Matching grouping and sets and sequencing 

numbers using number lines flash cards, 

counters and visual representations. We will 

look at our calendar to identify dates and times 

of the day.  

CONCEPT: 

Shapes square, circle, triangle, and rectangle. 

Colours red, blue, green and yellow.  

Games  -  ‘eye spy’ , 

flash cards and 

hunting in your home 

to discover shapes 

and colours will 

encourage  children 

to develop these concepts. to name and identify 

colours and shapes but also to develop an 

understanding of the properties of each shape. 

i.e. how many sides each shape has, how many 

corners an if they have straight sides or curved 

sides.  

SIGHTWORDS: 

The sight words below are the ones we will be 

focusing on during May. 

WK 1 Two Make 

WK 2 Up Down 

WK 3 One Run 

WK 4 Come To 
The sight words will be introduced through 

flash cards first and then encouraging children 

to participate in different games related with 

sight words like sight words bingo game, 

pointing to correct sight words from mixed set 

of sight words on the board, matching letters of 

the sight words or fill in the missing letters of 

the sight words. 

STREET LIBRARY- COMMUNITY 

LITERACY INITIATIVE  

To continue our 

practices of 

sharing and our 

passion for 

reading, we have 

created a street 

library for our 

community at Jumpstart 4 Kids! This street 

library allows opportunities for you or your 

child/ren to take a book of interest, give a book 

that you may no longer need or have already 

read – it can be a book of any genre and finally 

share a book by 

passing it on if 

you have 

finished reading 

it or simply 

swap it out for 

another book 

from the library. Happy Reading!  
BUSY BEES NEWS NO TOYS. 

During the news groups we focus on  language 

and self-confidence. To 

support this, we would ask 

that  families support 

children to bring in a picture, 

drawing or story books that 

your child can talk to or share 

some information about with other children. 

Toys are easily broken and are very limiting in 

their capacity to engage extended conversations 

with children . So, pick up a book to share and 

leave special toys safely at home . 

OUR CENTRE COMPANION 

BEARS BUSY BEES & PLAYFUL 

POSSUMS 
PARAMEDIC 

PETE & 

NURSE 

NATASHA 

 

 

 
PATIENT 

PATRICK & 

SCHOOL GIRL 

JESSICA 

 

 

Due to change in conditions and safety 

measures this month our Companion bears have 

been camped out at JumpStart 4 kids  

They have  been busy Helping us in our garden 

and working with the children  completing 

Anzac Day craft and enjoying time playing 

outside.  

When our Prime minister  Scott 

Morrison relaxes our  shutdown 

regulations our Companion 

Bears will be ready to go on 

their community adventures. It 

will not be long, and they cannot 

wait to explore  with their 

JumpStart friends and family.  
(NQA 1, 3, 5, 6, & 7) 



ROOM STIMULUS 

PLAYFUL POSSUMS  

 

1. Celebrating Mum  

2. Our Favourite Animals 

3. Science Discovery 

4. Reconciliation Week 

Throughout the month of April, the Playful 

Possums explored life under the sea through 

making a large octopus, fish, jellyfish, turtles, 

and crabs using paper plates. The children used 

their hands by using paint , materials , glue, and 

paper to  develop our sensory skills. We would 

love to hear your comments about our beautiful 

sea display . These experiences created 

opportunities of discussion between educators 

and the children about the differences between 

each sea creature, life cycles and what each sea 

creature eats to survive. The children enjoyed 

exploring the colours of each sea creature and 

found our octopus interesting as it has eight legs 

as we extended on our numeracy skills.  

The Playful Possums celebrated Easter by 

making their own Easter Bunnies using 

templates and cotton wool and Easter hats for 

the Easter hat Parade. The children explored 

how Easter is celebrated and why this 

celebration occurs each year. The children 

engaged in learning experiences about ANZAC 

Day. They explored ANZAC Day by making 

their own poppies, cooking ANZAC biscuits, 

and watching YouTube videos/stories such as 

the Poppy Story explaining ANZAC Day and 

developing the children’s knowledge and 

understanding of the history of Australia. 

 

During May we will celebrate our Special 

Mother figures in our lives in the lead up to 

Mother’s Day. We can’t tell you what we have 

made yet , it’s a  secret  made with love. We will 

explore the children’s interests in animals of 

their choice as we read ‘There was an Old Lady 

who Swallowed a Fly’ to support  children to 

understand the sounds that different animals 

make. We  will look at which animals we can 

have as pets, animals on farms  and animals that 

are found in the wild.  

Our interests will  explode as we investigate and 

complete various Science experiences. The 

children will develop their 

investigation and 

hypothesising skills by 

making a volcano erupt 

with and without sand, 

experimenting with running water, creating a 

firework in a jar, and observing the reactions of  

detergent and pepper in experiments. The 

children will be 

exposed to a different 

experiment each day, 

so if families have any 

suggestions please 

share your ideas. We 

would love to hear your suggestions.  

CONCEPT  

This month our shapes we will be focusing on 

are a heart and a diamond. We will also focus 

on positions and days of the week as part of our 

concept groups. We will explore how many 

sides of a diamond and the symmetry of a heart. 

The children will also develop their skills in 

following two step instructions as they take part 

in following positional language in our concept 

group times such as over and under. The 

children will focus on the days of the week as 

we discuss which day it is, what day it was 

yesterday and what day it is tomorrow during 

our concept groups. Children will also sing our 

days of the week song to reinforce their 

knowledge of the days of the week and in what 

sequence.  

LITERACY  

This month we will focus on the letters Oo, Gg, 

Ll and letter Uu. Children will be introduced to 

these letters through our Ants in the Apple book 

identifying letters from amongst other letters, 

They will use Disney tiles 

to identify these letters to 

support their ability to trace 

and write these letters 

using sand and rainbow 

rice. Children will develop their knowledge and 

recognition of these letters and the sounds these 

letters make as they associate these letters with 

familiar sounds and words.  

http://www.google.com.au/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&source=images&cd=&docid=ruDBjN_s14ZmBM&tbnid=tiGbqjheGxwPyM:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http://theconversation.com/worth-a-thousand-words-the-top-10-best-australian-childrens-picture-books-11359&ei=naW1UemVNo3mkgWQnYDwCA&bvm=bv.47534661,d.dGI&psig=AFQjCNEyNUa0Gh_5WHSwUGDenXCz4-593w&ust=13709452


 

 

NUMERACY 

In the month of May, the 

Playful Possums will focus on 

numbers nine and ten. 

Children will then go on to 

revise numbers from one to 

ten that we have learnt 

throughout this year and 

counting from one to five using counters, pop 

sticks, and transport counters. Children will be 

introduced to numbers nine and ten through use 

of flashcards and group games during our 

numeracy group times. We will continue using 

our outdoor environment to expand our 

numeracy skills and spatial awareness using 

blocks and concrete materials through play. 

Children will develop their number recognition 

skills and counting skills through use of our 

counters and number bingo.  

BABY BUNYIPS 

STIMULUS: 

1: Cultures (Mother’s Day)  

2:  Space  

3: Emergency services  

4: Reconciliation  

Through the first week of May we will be 

focusing Mother’s Day. Educators will engage 

the children in activities include crafts, dramatic 

play experiences and stories. We will explore 

Space, Emergency services and Reconciliation 

week. Each of these topics will open the 

children’s minds and explore them through their 

current interests, developing new knowledge 

and skills. 

The focus concept throughout May will be big 

and small and the focus for literacy will be the 

words please and thank you.  

In the month of April, the Baby Bunyips had of 

fun practicing the skill of 

kicking. The children used balls 

to kick the ball into the net. They 

showed great developing gross 

motor skills to kick the ball with 

their full strength . (NQA 1,2, 3, 5, 6, & 7) 

 

During the month of April, the children really 

enjoyed exploring 

nature through various 

activities. These 

included painting with 

leaves and flowers as 

well as exploring sensory bags filled with 

leaves, sand, dirt, water and shaving foams etc. 

The children explored these using their hands 

and develop their sensorial abilities. We also 

cared for the natural environment by 

encouraging the children to water the plants 

during outdoor play and teach them how to care 

about our environment.(NQA 1,2,3,4, 5, 6, &7) 

YARNING BOOK 

In the month of May, the 

yarning book will be to visit 

Arya and odeya. Our Yarning 

book went home with Hudson, 

it was lovely to see his 

experience with his parents at 

home including singing round around the 

garden, his visit to his grand mum, Hudson 

loves swimming, visiting to the park and 

enjoying on the swing.  

NATIONAL SIMULTANEOUS  

STORY TIME READING   27th May 

11:00am  

This year’s book 

Chicken Divas tells the 

story of "Whitney and 

Britney who are two 

gorgeous chooks who 

live alongside Dora 

von Dooze. But Dora 

is perplexed - why do 

her dear chickens seem 

to sleep all day long? Dora decides to snoop. 

She follows the chooks out at night to the local 

jazz club where she discovers, to her 

amazement, that they are Whitney and Britney: 

Chicken Divas! Written and Illustrated by 

Lucinda Gifford. On Wednesday 27thMay at 

11:00am we will join the simultaneous reading  

which is conduced across Australia. This 

experience  promotes the value of reading and 

literacy and  the value and fun of books. We 

encourage all families to read to their children 

each night to support language vocabulary 

imagination and exploration . 



OUTDOOR PLAY FUNDAMENTAL 

MOVEMENT  
During April, the children focussed on the 

Fundamental Movement Skill of kicking. The 

children built on this skill through various 

experiences and games. The babies completed 

this skill, with assistance from their educators to 

help them balance and the playful possums and 

busy bees built on 

this skill by engaging 

in games like soccer 

and kicking various 

sized balls around 

cones and into nets.  

 

Throughout the 

month of May, we 

will be focusing on 

the Fundamental 

Movement skill 

(FMS) of underarm 

throwing.  

Children will learn the basic concepts and skills 

in relation to Underarm throwing with 

encouragement and support from educators. The 

children will participate in activities with 

practicing their underarm throwing skills 

including bowling, bean bag toss, and ring toss. 

OUR VEGETABLE GARDEN  
The children have really enjoyed planting our 

winter vegetable garden . Brussel sprouts , 

broad beans, spinach, snow peas and parsley   

will provide ingredients for our cooking 

experiences over 

the coming months 

. We invite our 

families to take a 

look and thank 

Molly’s dad Justin 

for donating 

passionfruit vines to replace our exhausted vine 

. We cannot wait to make passionate muffins. 

(NQA 1, 3, 5, 6, & 7) 

KEEPING IT REALLY CLEAN  
 

All educators have completed the Australian 

Government Department of Health  aspen 

medical Infection control training – COVID 19. 

This training  certificate located on our front 

door highlights cleaning procedures for the 

inside and outside premises of Jumpstart . This 

supports us to ensure 

JumpStart 4 Kids is 

complying with health 

regulations for the 

safety wellbeing of 

children, families, 

educators and 

community. (NQA 1, 2,3, 

4,5, 6, & 7) 

 

 
Bunyips    Rihansh 26/5 

Possums  Tobias 8/5 

Bees 

Roksana 20/5 

Aarish 25/5 

William 25/5 

FINAL THOUGHT 

HAPPY MOTHERS DAY  

We hope all our Mothers enjoy the 

relaxing gift that the children have 

been making for you at JumpStart . May 

all our Mother figures in our lives know 

how deeply appreciated they are . Have 

a Wonderful day with family. 

Enjoy the Day  

 
 

JUMPSTART 4 KIDS 

STAFF 


